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Section:  Selected Respondent/Proxy (PR) 
 
PR_STR START BLOCK 
 
PR_N01 INTERVIEWER: Are you talking to (name of respondent)? 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  
Note:  DK, RF not allowed in PR_N01 
 
PR_Q02 (Name of respondent) has been selected from your household for the 

Travel Survey of Residents of Canada. Is (first name) available? 
  
 1 Yes, selected person available now............................................ (Go to PR_R08A) 
 2 No, selected person not available ................................................. (Go to PR_STP) 
 3 No, continue by proxy (**EXCEPTION**) 
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to PR_STP) 
 
PR_N03 INTERVIEWER: The TSRC is a non-proxy survey. Proxy interviews may be 

done in exceptional circumstances with a household member who is 
knowledgeable about the trips that (first name) took. Please indicate the 
reason for doing this interview by proxy.  If you do not want to do a proxy 
interview, return to the previous question. 

  
 1 Language barrier/translation 
 2 Illness/in hospital 
 3 Respondent absent for the duration of the collection period 
  
Note:  DK, RF not allowed in PR_N03 
 
PR_Q04 Is there an adult in the household who could provide me with some 

information about (first name)'s recent trips and travel habits? 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No .................................................................................................. (Go to PR_STP) 
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to PR_STP) 
 
PR_N05 INTERVIEWER: What is the proxy's name? 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Note:  DK, RF not allowed in PR_N05 
 
PR_N06 INTERVIEWER: Are you talking to (proxy name)? 
  
 1 Yes............................................................................................... (Go to PR_R08B) 
 2 No 
  
Note:  DK, RF not allowed in PR_N06 
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PR_Q07 Is (proxy name) available? 
  
 1 Yes, proxy available now............................................................. (Go to PR_R08C) 
 2 No, proxy not available 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to PR_STP) 
 
PR_R08A You have been selected from your household for the Travel Survey of 

Residents of Canada which collects information on trips people take. It is 
just as important that we talk to people who do not take trips as to those 
who do. While the survey is voluntary, your cooperation is important.  As 
usual, your answers will be kept strictly confidential. (Registration#: 
STC/HLD-040- 60124) 

  
Default: (Go to PR_STP) 
 
PR_R08B The Travel Survey of Residents of Canada collects information on trips 

people take. It is important that we collect information about people who do 
and do not take trips. Please remember that reported trips must have been 
taken by (first name). While the survey is voluntary, your cooperation is 
important.  As usual, your answers will be kept strictly confidential. 
(Registration#: STC/HLD-040-60124) 

  
Default: (Go to PR_STP) 
 
PR_R08C (First name) (last name) has been selected from your household for the 

Travel Survey of Residents of Canada which collects information on trips 
people take and you have been chosen to answer on (first name) behalf. It 
is important that we collect information about people who do and do not 
take trips. Please remember that reported trips must have been taken by 
(first name). While the survey is voluntary, your cooperation is important.  
As usual, your answers will be kept strictly confidential.  (Registration#: 
STC/HLD-040-60124) 

  
Default: (Go to PR_STP) 
 
PR_Q09 (Proxy name) has been chosen to complete the Travel Survey of Residents 

of Canada on (first name) (last name of respondent) behalf. Is (proxy name) 
available? 

  
 1 Yes, available now 
 2 No, not available............................................................................ (Go to PR_STP) 
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to PR_STP) 
 
PR_R10 You have been chosen to complete the Travel Survey of Residents of 

Canada on behalf of (first name) (last name). Please remember that 
reported trips must have been taken by (selected respondent's first name). 
While the survey is voluntary, your cooperation is important. As usual, 
your answers will be kept strictly confidential. (Registration#: STC/HLD-
040- 60124) 

  
Default: (Go to PR_STP) 
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PR_Q11 (First name) (last name) has been selected from your household for the 
Travel Survey of Residents of Canada. Is (first name) available? 

  
 1 Yes, selected person available now 
 2 No, selected person not available ................................................. (Go to PR_STP) 
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to PR_STP) 
 
PR_R12 You have been selected from your household for the Travel Survey of 

Residents of Canada. While the survey is voluntary, your cooperation is 
important. As usual, your answers will be kept strictly confidential. 
(Registration#: STC/HLD-040- 60124) 

 
PR_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Trips Originally Declared (OD) 
 
OD_STR START BLOCK 
 
OD_R01 Please think about all of the out-of-town trips you took that ended last 

month, that is in (reference month), (reference year). The trips could have 
been for visiting friends or relatives, for pleasure, vacation or holiday, for 
personal or business reasons. 

 
OD_Q01 Did you take any out-of-town trips of one or more nights away from home 

that ended last month, that is in (reference month), (reference year)? 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No .................................................................................................. (Go to OD_Q03) 
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to OD_Q03) 
  
Coverage: All respondents. 
 
OD_Q02 How many? (Overnight trips) 
  
 ____(2 spaces) [Min:  1 Max: 31] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip. 
 
OD_Q03 Did you take any same day out-of-town trips of at least 40 kilometres one 

way last month? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If the respondent is not sure, explain that we mean trips to any 

destinations that are located 40 kilometres or more from their place of residence 
and in which they left and returned home on the same day. Forty kilometres is 
equivalent to about 25 miles. We are interested in one-way distance only. 

  
 1 Yes................................................................................................. (Go to OD_Q04) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to OD_C05) 
  
Coverage: All respondents. 
 
  
OD_C04 If OD_Q03 = 2, DK or RF and OD_Q01 = 2, DK or RF then Go to OD_STP 
 Else go to OD_C05 
 
OD_Q04 How many? (same day trips) 
  
 ____(2 spaces) [Min:  1 Max: 40] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one same day trip of at least 40 kilometres. 
 
  
OD_C05 If OD_Q03 = 2, DK or RF and OD_Q01 = 2, DK or RF then  Go to OD_STP 
 Else if INFO.NEWMEMBER=0  Go to OD_C06 
 Else go to OD_Q05 
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OD_Q05 Were you living in (municipality),(province) when you took (this trip/all of 
these trips)? 

  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or one same day trip and who were new members 

in the household. 
 
OD_R06 Now I would like to ask you some questions about your trips. 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
OD_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Overnight Same day (ND) 
 
ND_STR START BLOCK 
 
ND_Q01 Did you spend one or more nights away from home on this trip? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If the respondent asks why we are asking this question again, 

explain that even though they have already told us that all of their trips are of a 
certain type, sometimes people remember other trips once they start reporting 
them. 

  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip. 
 
ND_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Origin (OR) 
 
OR_STR START BLOCK 
 
OR_Q01 Did this trip originate in Canada? 
  
 1 Yes................................................................................................. (Go to OR_Q02) 
 2 No .................................................................................................. (Go to OR_R01) 
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to OR_C02) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or one same day trip and who were new members 

in the household. 
 
OR_R01 We are only interested in trips that started in Canada. 
 
OR_Q02 Where did you live when you started this trip? Please give me the name of 

the city or town and the province. 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Enter the name of the city or town. 
  
 ____(25 spaces) 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or one same day trip and who were new members 

in the household and the trip originated in Canada. 
 
OR_N02 INTERVIEWER: Select the province or territory. 
  
 10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
 11 Prince Edward Island 
 12 Nova Scotia 
 13 New Brunswick 
 24 Quebec 
 35 Ontario 
 46 Manitoba 
 47 Saskatchewan 
 48 Alberta 
 59 British Columbia 
 60 Yukon 
 61 Northwest Territories 
 62 Nunavut 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or one same day trip and respondents were new 

members in the household and the trip originated in Canada. 
 
OR_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Trip Date (TD) 
 
TD_STR START BLOCK 
 
TD_Q01 Did this trip end toward the beginning, middle or end of (reference month)? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Select whether or not the trip ended/took place) in (reference 

month). If it did, select the day that the trip ended/took place) on the following 
screen. If the respondent is not sure when this trip ended/took place), please 
probe for the closest date possible. 

  
 01 Prior to (reference month) .............................................................. (Go to TD_R02) 
 02 Beginning of (reference month) 
 03 Middle of (reference month) 
 04 End of (reference month) 
 05 Sometime during (reference month) (respondent can't say exactly) 
  DK, RF............................................................................................(Go to TD_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip. 
 
TD_R02 We are only interested in trips that ended in (reference month), (reference 

year). 
 
TD_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Main Reason (MR) 
 
MR_STR START BLOCK 
 
MR_R01 In order to know which questions to ask, I need to determine the main 

reason for the trip. 
 
MR_Q01 Which of the following best describes the main reason that the trip took 

place? Was it ...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
  
 1 For pleasure, vacation or holiday ..................................................(Go to MR_STP) 
 2 To visit friends or relatives.............................................................(Go to MR_STP) 
 3 For business or work-related reasons ........................................... (Go to MR_Q02) 
 4 For some other reason (shopping, medical, religious, funeral, etc.) (Go to MR_Q03) 
  DK, RF...........................................................................................(Go to MR_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip and which took place or ended during 

the reference month. 
 
MR_Q02 More specifially, was the reason for this trip...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent 
  
 1 To go to a conference, convention or trade show (not including work-related 

meetings) 
 2 To commute to work 
 3 For a routine sales or service call (including operating crews of commercial or 

transit vehicles) 
 4 On diplomatic or military orders 
 5 For some other business reason................................................... (Go to MR_Q10) 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to MR_STP) 
 
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip for business or work-related reasons 

and which took place or ended during the reference month. 
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MR_Q03 More specifically, was the reason for this trip ...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
  
 01 To shop.......................................................................................... (Go to MR_Q04) 
 02 To go to a conference, convention or trade show ......................... (Go to MR_Q08) 
 03 To move to a new residence (or help others move) 
 04 To attend school or to study .......................................................... (Go to MR_Q09) 
 05 For medical or health reasons....................................................... (Go to MR_Q06) 
 06 For religious reasons ..................................................................... (Go to MR_Q07) 
 07 To pick up or drop off someone or something............................... (Go to MR_Q11) 
 08 To go to a funeral 
 09 For some other reason .................................................................. (Go to MR_Q05) 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to MR_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip for some other reason (shopping, 

medical, religious, funeral, etc.) and which took place or ended during the reference month. 
 
MR_Q04 Was that for...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. A shopping trip to an out-of-

town location that the respondent takes every week, every two weeks or every 
month for the same purpose is considered a 'regular trip'. 

  
 1 Regular household or grocery shopping 
 2 Some other kind of shopping 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to MR_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip  for shopping and which took place or 

ended during the reference month. 
 
MR_Q05 Was that a routine trip? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent.  A trip for a main reason other 

than pleasure, visiting friends or relatives or business to an out-of-town location 
that the respondent takes every week, every two weeks or every month for the 
same purpose is considered a “routine trip”. 

  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to MR_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip for some other reason and which took 

place or ended during the reference month. 
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MR_Q06 Was that for ...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. A trip for a medical treatment or 

checkup to an out-of-town location that the respondent takes every week every 
two weeks or every month for the same purpose is considered a 'routine or 
regular trip'. 

  
 1 A routine treatment or a regular checkup 
 2 An ambulance trip 
 3 Some other medical/dental reason 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to MR_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip for medical or health reasons and 

which took place or ended during the reference month. 
 
MR_Q07 Was that for ...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent.  A religious trip to an out-of-

town location that the respondent takes every week, every two weeks or every 
month for the same purpose is considered a “regular trip”. 

  
 1 Regular religious observances 
 2 Some other religious event 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to MR_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip for religious reasons and which took 

place or ended during the reference month. 
 
MR_Q08 Was that for ...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
  
 1 Work-related reasons 
 2 Personal reasons (such as a club, association or hobby) 
  DK, RF...........................................................................................(Go to MR_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip to go to a conference, convention or 

trade show and which took place or ended during the reference month. 
 
MR_Q09 Was it a commuting trip? 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to MR_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip to attend school or to study and which 

took place or ended during the reference month. 
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MR_Q10 Was that a routine business trip? 
 INTERVIEWER:  A business trip to an out-of-town location that the respondent 

takes every week, every two weeks or every month for the same purpose is 
considered a “routine trip”. 

  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to MR_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip for some other business reason and  

which took place or ended during the reference month. 
 
MR_Q11 Was that a routine trip? 
 INTERVIEWER:  A trip to “pick up or drop off someone or something” to an out-

of-town location that the respondent takes every week, every two weeks or every 
month for the same purpose is considered a “routine trip”. 

  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip to pick up or drop off someone or 

something and which took place or ended during the reference month. 
 
MR_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Main Destination (MD) 
 
MD_STR START BLOCK 
 
MD_Q01 Was the main destination of this trip in ...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. If the respondent cannot 

provide the country of their main destination, please probe to determine if it's 
because they had multiple destinations. Use 'Don't Know' only when the 
respondent really doesn't know what the main destination was. The main 
destination is the location that the respondent had in mind when he/she was 
deciding to take this trip. For some respondents this location could be the place 
that they spent most of their time, while for others it could be the place whose 
visitation was central in the decision to take this trip. 

  
 1 Canada .......................................................................................... (Go to MD_Q04) 
 2 United States ................................................................................. (Go to MD_Q07) 
 3 Another country ............................................................................. (Go to MD_Q03) 
 4 Multiple destinations ...................................................................... (Go to MD_C02) 
  DK, RF...........................................................................................(Go to MD_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip. 
 
MD_C02 If MD_Q01 = 4 and same day trip then go to MD_Q02 
 Else if MD_Q01 = 4 and overnight trip then go to MD_Q08 
 
MD_Q02 In what country did you spend the most time? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
  
 1 Canada .......................................................................................... (Go to MD_Q05) 
 2 United States ................................................................................. (Go to MD_Q07) 
 3 Another country ............................................................................. (Go to MD_Q03) 
  DK, RF...........................................................................................(Go to MD_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one same day trip to multiple destinations. 
 
MD_Q03 What is the name of this country? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If the respondent gives more than one country, enter the first 

one. If the respondent doesn't know the name of the country, please probe for 
the name of one city, continent or general area. 

  
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to MD_Q08) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip and main destination was another 

country. 
 
  
MD_C03 If MD_Q03 = 'Other-specify' then go to MD_S03 
 Else go to MD_STP 
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MD_S03 What is the name of this country? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Specify. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Default: (Go to MD_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip and main destination was another 

country. 
 
MD_Q04 What is the name of the city or town (or place) of this destination? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If only one destination, select 'Single destination' and specify the 

city or town on the following screen. If more than one main destination, select 
'Multiple destinations'. If the respondent cannot provide the destination, please 
probe to determine if it's because they had multiple destinations. Use 'Don't 
Know' only when the respondent really doesn't know what the main destination 
was. 

  
 1 Single destination .......................................................................... (Go to MD_N04) 
 2 Multiple destinations ...................................................................... (Go to MD_C05) 
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to MD_Q06) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip and main destination was in Canada. 
 
MD_N04 Please indicate the name of the city or town (or place). 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If the respondent answers with a place name, please ensure 

that it is not a general name for a geographical area of Canada, such as the 
Maritimes. It can be the name of a park, such as Algonquin Park. For lakes and 
tourist attractions, please provide the nearest town or city. 

  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Default: (Go to MD_Q06) 
  
Note:  DK, RF not allowed in MD_N04. 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip and single main destination was in 

Canada. 
 
  
MD_C05 If MD_Q04 = 2 and an overnight trip, then go to MD_Q08 
 Else go to MD_Q05 
 
MD_Q05 What is the name of the city or town in which you spent the most time? 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip and multiple main destinations were in 

Canada. 
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MD_Q06 In which province or territory is this destination? 
  
 10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
 11 Prince Edward Island 
 12 Nova Scotia 
 13 New Brunswick 
 24 Quebec 
 35 Ontario 
 46 Manitoba 
 47 Saskatchewan 
 48 Alberta 
 59 British Columbia 
 60 Yukon 
 61 Northwest Territories 
 62 Nunavut 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to MD_C08) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip and main destination was in Canada. 
 
MD_Q07 (What state was your destination/In what state did you spend most of your 

time?) 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If more than one state, enter the first one. If state unknown, 

probe for the name of one city, or general area. 
  
  DK, RF...........................................................................................(Go to MD_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip and main destination was in the United 

States. 
 
  
MD_C07 If MD_Q07 = 'Other-specify' then go to MD_S07 
 Else go to MD_STP 
 
MD_S07 (What state was your destination/In what state did you spent most of your time?) 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Specify. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Note:  DK, RF not allowed 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip and main destination was in the United 

States. 
 
  
MD_C08 If (MD_Q01 = 1 or MD_Q02 = 1) and (MD_Q04 = NONRESPONSE or MD_Q05 

= NONRESPONSE) and MD_Q06 = NONRESPONSE or (MD_Q01 = 2, 3 or 
MD_Q02 = 2,3) then go to MD_STP 

 Else go to MD_Q08 
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MD_Q08 About how far (from home is main destination)? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Please enter the distance in miles or kilometres.  Distance can 

also be given in the time required to get to the destination. 
  
 ____(8 spaces) [Min:      0 Max: 22500] 
  
  DK.................................................................................................(Go to MD_ STP) 
  RF..................................................................................................(Go to MD_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip and main destination was in Canada. 
 
MD_N08 INTERVIEWER: Please select the distance or time measurement referred to 

in the previous question. 
  
 1 Miles 
 2 Kilometres 
 3 Minutes 
 4 Hours 
 5 Days 
  
Note:  DK, RF not allowed in MD_N08. 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip and main destination was in Canada. 
 
MD_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Travel Party (TP) 
 
TP_STR START BLOCK 
 
TP_Q01 How many people, including yourself, went on this trip? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: These are the people that the respondent considers to be part 

of the travel party. 
  
 ____(3 spaces) [Min:   1 Max: 995] 
  
  DK 
  RF...................................................................................................(Go to TP_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip. 
 
TP_Q02 Still including yourself, how many of these people are currently members 

of your household? 
  
 ____(2 spaces) [Min:  1 Max: 20] 
  
  DK, RF............................................................................................(Go to TP_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip. 
 
TP_Q03 How many current household members who went on this trip are under the 

age of 18? 
  
 ____(2 spaces) [Min:  0 Max: 19] 
  
  DK, RF............................................................................................(Go to TP_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight or same day trip. 
 
TP_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Nights and Location (LC) 
 
LC_STR START BLOCK 
 
LC_C01 If a same day trip or MR_Q03 = 8 then go to LC_STP 
 Else go to LC_Q01  
 
LC_Q01 How many nights were you away from home on this trip? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Probe for best estimate. 
  
 ____(3 spaces) [Min:   0 Max: 995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip. 
 
  
LC_C02 If LC_Q01 > 365 then Go to LC_R11 
 Else if LC_Q01 = 0 then Go to LC_STP (Trip will be converted to a same day 

trip) 
 Else if MD_Q04 = 2 and overnight trip then go to LC_Q03 
 Else go to LC_Q02 
 
LC_Q02 Did you spend (this night/all of these nights) in (main destination)? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If the respondent mentions that at least one night was spent in-

transit, then select 'No'. 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip. 
 
  
LC_C03 If LC_Q01 = DK, RF and LC_Q02 = 1 then go to LC_STP 
 Else if LC_Q02 = 1 call the AC block 
 
LC_Q03 Did you spend (this night/all of these nights) in...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. If respondent was traveling 

overnight, then assign them to the country (Canada/US/Other) to which they 
were going. 

  
 1 Canada ........................................................................................... (Go to LC_Q04) 
 2 United States .................................................................................. (Go to LC_Q05) 
 3 Another country .............................................................................. (Go to LC_Q06) 
 4 (More than one of the above) ......................................................... (Go to LC_Q04) 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and spent nights in places other than the main 

destination. 
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LC_C04 If LC_Q03 = DK, RF go to LC_STP 
 Else if LC_Q01 = DK, RF and LC_Q03 = 1, 2, 3 go to LC_STP 
                           
 If (LC_Q01 > 1 or NONRESPONSE) and LC_Q03 = 4  then Go to LC_Q04 
 Else go to LC_C11 
 
LC_Q04 How many of these nights, if any, did you spend in Canada? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Probe for best estimate.  
  
 Include in-transit nights coming to Canada. Do not count any nights in-transit 

from Canada to another country. 
  
 ____(3 spaces) [Min:   0 Max: 995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and spent nights in Canada or more than one 

country. 
 
  
LC_C05 If LC_Q03 = 1 then go to LC_Q07 
 Else go to LC_Q05 
 
LC_Q05 How many of these nights did you spend in the United States? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Probe for best estimate. Include in-transit nights going to the 

US. Do not count any nights in-transit from the US to Canada or another country. 
  
 ____(3 spaces) [Min:   0 Max: 995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and spent nights in the United States or more than 

one country. 
 
  
LC_C06 If LC_Q03 = 2 then go to LC_STP 
 Else go to LC_Q06 
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LC_Q06 How many of these nights did you spend in a country other than Canada or 
the United States? 

  
 INTERVIEWER: Probe for best estimate.  
  
 Include in-transit nights going to a country other than Canada or the US. Do not 

count any nights in-transit from another country to the US or Canada. 
  
 ____(3 spaces) [Min:   0 Max: 995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and spent nights in a country other than Canada or 

the United States or more than one country. 
  
LC_C07 If all of the nights were not spent in main destination, questions LC_Q07 to 

LC_Q09 will be asked for each location in Canada (for the trip being recorded). 
After a Canadian location has been recorded, it flows to the Accommodation 
block. Once all Accommodations have been recorded for this location, the 
application returns to LC_Q09 and checks to see if there are any more Canadian 
locations. If not, it returns to AC_Q01 for US or Other, or it goes to Transport 
Modes, depending on where the nights have been reported. 

 
LC_Q07 What was the name of the (city, town, or place) in Canada in which you 

spent (a/at least one) night? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If the respondent gives a specific location, select 1 (Single 

location) and in the next screen enter the location. If the respondent says they 
were traveling overnight, select 2 (In- transit). 

  
 1 Single location 
 2 In-transit.......................................................................................... (Go to LC_Q08) 
  DK, RF............................................................................................ (Go to LC_Q08) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and spent nights in Canada. 
 
LC_N07 INTERVIEWER: Please enter the name of the city, town or place. Do not 

enter a general name for a geographical area of Canada, such as the 
Maritimes. It can be the name of a park, such as Banff National Park. For 
lakes and tourist attractions, provide the nearest town or city. 

  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Note:  DK, RF not allowed 
  
Coverage: Respondants who took at least one overnight trip and spent nights in Canada. 
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LC_Q08 In which province or territory (is this location)? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If the respondent's in-transit night(s) was across more than one 

province/territory, select 63 (Multiple provinces/territories). 
  
 10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
 11 Prince Edward Island 
 12 Nova Scotia 
 13 New Brunswick 
 24 Quebec 
 35 Ontario 
 46 Manitoba 
 47 Saskatchewan 
 48 Alberta 
 59 British Columbia 
 60 Yukon 
 61 Northwest Territories 
 62 Nunavut 
 63 ^MULTIPLE 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and spent nights in Canada. 
 
  
LC_C09 If the last question asked was LC_Q08 then  Call AC Block 
 
 
 If > 1 Canadian location reported and LC_Q09 = 1 (Yes) then Go to LC_E09 
 Else if LC_Q09 = 1 (Yes) then Go to LC_Q07 
 Else go to LC_C10 
 
LC_Q09 Did you spend at least one night in any other location in Canada while on 

this trip? 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and spent nights in Canada. 
 
LC_E09 The maximum of 10 locations has been reached.  Please select <F4> and enter 

any other overnight locations that were visited by the respondent on this trip.  
Probe if necessary. 

  
LC_C10 If the number of Canadian accommodations reported is less than the number of 

trip nights reported for Canada then go to LC_Q10. 
 Else go to LC_STP 
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LC_Q10 You initially told us that you spent (number of) nights in Canada, but you 
have reported (number of) night(s) in accommodations in Canada. Which is 
correct? 

  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
  
 1 (number of) nights (initially) 
 2 (number of) night(s) (in accommodations) 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and spent nights in Canada. 
  
LC_C11 If sum of accommodation nights in Canada, the United States and other country  

> 365 then go to LC_Q11. 
 Else go to LC_STP 
 
LC_Q11 The number of nights reported for this trip (nights in Canada + nights in US 

+ other nights) is more than one year. Is this correct? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If the respondent confirms that the number of nights is still 

greater than 365, please select <F4> to record an explanation for this. 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and reported nights in Canada, the United States 

and other country. 
 
  
LC_C12 If LC_Q11 = 1 then go to LC_R11 
 Else go to LC_STP 
 
LC_R11 We are only interested in trips of 1 year or less. 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
LC_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Accommodation (AC) 
 
AC_STR START BLOCK 
 
  
AC_C01 If a same day trip or MR_Q03 = 8 then go to AC_STP 
 Else if the duration of the trip is one night only, go to AC_Q01 
 Else if the duration of the trip is more than one night, go to AC_Q01M  
 
AC_Q01 In what type of accommodation did (you personally) stay while (travelling 

overnight in Canada)? 
  
 01 Home of a friend or relative 
 02 Hotel 
 03 Motel 
 04 Cottage, cabin or vacation home 
 05 Campground, RV park or back country camping 
 06 Bed and breakfast or tourist home 
 07 Resort 
 08 Hunting and fishing lodge, camp or outpost 
 09 Boat or cruise ship 
 10 Spa 
 11 Farm or guest ranch 
 12 Other paid accommodation (hostel, dormitory, etc.) 
 13 Other unpaid accommodation (an airport, airplane, train berth, RV outside a 

campground/RV park, or vehicle such as a car or truck) 
  DK, RF............................................................................................(Go to AC_C07) 
  
Default: (Go to AC_C02) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one trip for a duration of one night only. 
 
AC_Q01M In what types of accommodation did (you personally) stay while (travelling 

overnight in Canada)? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 
  
 01 Home of a friend or relative 
 02 Hotel 
 03 Motel 
 04 Cottage, cabin or vacation home 
 05 Campground, RV park or back country camping 
 06 Bed and breakfast or tourist home 
 07 Resort 
 08 Hunting and fishing lodge, camp or outpost 
 09 Boat or cruise ship 
 10 Spa 
 11 Farm or guest ranch 
 12 Other paid accommodation (hostel, dormitory, etc.) 
 13 Other unpaid accommodation (an airport, airplane, train berth, RV outside a 

campground/RV park, or vehicle such as a car or truck) 
  DK, RF............................................................................................(Go to AC_C07) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one trip for a duration of more than one night. 
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AC_C02 If AC_Q01M = 04 or 08 then go to AC_Q02 
 Else go to AC_C04 
  
AC_Q02 Was the accommodation...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 
  
 1 (your own) or someone else's from your household 
 2 A friend's, relative's or private individual's 
 3 A commercial accommodation 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and stayed in a cottage, cabin or vacation home or 

hunting and fishing lodge, camp or outpost. 
 
AC_C03 If AC_Q02 = 2, 3, RF, DK then go to AC_Q03 
 Else go to AC_C04 
 
AC_Q03 Did you, or anyone else in your household, pay rent for the (name of 

accommodation)? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Select 'both' if they stayed in more than one accommodation 

and paid rent for some, but not all, of them. 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
 3 Both 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and stayed in a non-private cottage, cabin or 

vacation home or hunting and fishing lodge, camp or outpost. 
  
AC_C04 If LC_Q01 = 2 – 365 days and LC_Q02 = 1 (all nights were spent at main 

destination) and 1 category chosen in AC_Q01M than go to AC_C07 
 Else go to AC_Q04  
 
  
AC_Q04 How many nights did (you personally) spend in (name of accommodation) 

while (at this location)? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Please be sure to include all nights spent in this type of 

accommodation at this location. 
  
 ____(3 spaces) [Min:   0 Max: 995] 
  
  DK, RF............................................................................................(Go to AC_C07) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and stayed in some type of accommodations. 
 
  
AC_C05 If number of nights spent in US NE to number of accommodation nights reported 

in US, then go to AC_Q05 
 Else go to AC_C06 
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AC_Q05 You initially told us that you spent (number of) nights in the US, but you 
have reported (number of) night(s) in accommodations in the US. Which is 
correct? 

  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
  
 1 (number of) nights (initially) 
 2 (number of) night(s)(in accommodations) 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and stayed in some type of accommodations in the 

United States. 
 
  
AC_C06 If number of nights spent in another country NE to number of accommodation 

nights reported in another country, then go to AC_Q06 
 Else go to AC_C07 
 
AC_Q06 You initially told us that you spent (number of) nights in a country other 

than Canada or the US, but you have reported (number of) night(s) in 
accommodations in the other country. Which is correct? 

  
 INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent. 
  
 1 (number of) nights (initially) 
 2 (number of) night(s) (in accommodations) 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and stayed in some type of accommodations in a 

country other than Canada or the United States. 
 
AC_C07 If more than one type of accommodation, then go to AC_C02 
 Else go to AC_STP 
 
 
AC_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Transport Modes (TM) 
 
TM_STR START BLOCK 
 
TM_C01 If MR_Q03 = 8 then go to TM_STP 
 Else go to TM_Q01 
 
TM_Q01 Which means of transportation did (you personally) use to travel the 

greatest distance on this trip? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If the respondent says that they used two or more modes of 

transportation for equivalent distances, ask them which of these modes was the 
first one used on the trip. 

  
 01 Car or truck.................................................................................... (Go to TM_Q02) 
 02 Commercial aircraft 
 03 Camper or RV................................................................................ (Go to TM_Q02) 
 04 Bus 
 05 Train 
 06 Ship 
 07 Boat, canoe, etc............................................................................. (Go to TM_Q02) 
 08 Taxi 
 09 Motorcycle ..................................................................................... (Go to TM_Q02) 
 10 Bicycle ........................................................................................... (Go to TM_Q02) 
 11 Private aircraft ............................................................................... (Go to TM_Q02) 
 12 Ferry-boat 
 13 Other - Specify................................................................................(Go to TM_S01) 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TM_Q03) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip. 
 
TM_S01 Which means of transportation did (you personally) use to travel the greatest 

distance on this trip? 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to TM_Q03) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip. 
 
TM_Q02 Was this means of transportation privately owned or rented? 
  
 1 Privately owned 
 2 Rented 
 3 Both 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and main transport mode was car 

or truck, camper or RV, boat, canoe, motorcycle, bicycle or private aircraft. 
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TM_Q03 Did (you personally) use any other means of transportation? 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No .................................................................................................. (Go to TM_STP) 
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to TM_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip. 
 
TM_Q04 What other means of transportation did (you personally) use? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 
  
 01 Car or truck................................................................................... (Go to TM_05_1) 
 02 Commercial aircraft 
 03 Camper or RV............................................................................... (Go to TM_05_3) 
 04 Bus 
 05 Train 
 06 Ship 
 07 Boat, canoe, etc............................................................................ (Go to TM_05_7) 
 08 Taxi 
 09 Motorcycle .................................................................................... (Go to TM_05_9) 
 10 Bicycle ........................................................................................ (Go to TM_05_10) 
 11 Private aircraft ............................................................................ (Go to TM_05_11) 
 12 Ferry-boat 
 13 Other - Specify................................................................................(Go to TM_S04) 
 14 None of the above ......................................................................... (Go to TM_STP) 
  DK, RF........................................................................................... (Go to TM_STP) 
  
Default: (Go to TM_C05A) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and used a second mode of 

transportation. 
 
TM_ S04 What other means of transportation did (you personally) use? 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and used other means of 

transportation as secondary mode of transportation. 
 
TM_05_1 Was this (car or truck) privately owned or rented? 
  
 1 Privately owned 
 2 Rented 
 3 Both 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and the secondary mode of 

transportation was car or truck. 
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TM_05_3 Was this (camper or RV) privately owned or rented? 
  
 1 Privately owned 
 2 Rented 
 3 Both 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip trip and the secondary mode of 

transportation was camper or RV. 
 
TM_05_7 Was this (boat, canoe, etc.) privately owned or rented? 
  
 1 Privately owned 
 2 Rented 
 3 Both 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and the secondary mode of 

transportation was boat, canoe, etc. 
 
TM_05_9 Was this (motorcycle) privately owned or rented? 
  
 1 Privately owned 
 2 Rented 
 3 Both 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and the secondary mode of 

transportation was motorcycle. 
 
TM_05_10 Was this (bicycle) privately owned or rented? 
  
 1 Privately owned 
 2 Rented 
 3 Both 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and the secondary mode of 

transportation was bicycle. 
 
TM_05_11 Was this (private aircraft) privately owned or rented? 
  
 1 Privately owned 
 2 Rented 
 3 Both 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and the secondary mode of 

transportation was private aircraft. 
 
TM_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Trip Spending (TS) 
 
TS_STR START BLOCK 
 
TS_C011 If MR_Q03 = 8 then go to TS_STP 
 Else if a same day trip go to TS_R09 
 Else if an overnight trip and MR_Q03 = 5 then go to TS_R09 
 Else go to TS_R01 
 
TS_R01 I would now like to ask you about the costs of this trip. 
 
TS_Q01 Were any travel packages purchased for this trip? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: A travel package includes several services for which individual 

costs are not identified separately (for example, theatre and meals, or 
accommodation, car rental and airfare, etc.). A Bed & Breakfast is not considered 
a travel package. 

  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q02) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q09) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight  trip. 
 
TS_Q02 Did at least one of these travel packages include...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 
  
 01 Vehicle rental 
 02 Air, boat, train or bus transportation 
 03 Food or beverages 
 04 Accommodation 
 05 Recreation or entertainment 
 06 Other items 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and purchased a travel package. 
 
TS_C02 If only one category selected in TS_Q02 then go to TS_E02 
 Else go to TS_C03 
 
TS_E02 Travel packages should include at least two items and only one was selected.  

Please confirm. 
 If answer remains less than one item in package then go to TS_Q09 
 
  
TS_C03 If TS_Q02 <>2  then go to TS_C07 
 Else if TM_Q01=1 AND TM_Q02=1 then go to TS_Q03 
 Else if (TM_Q04=EMPTY or TM_Q04=14) and TM_Q01<>6,7 then go to TS_C05 
 Else go to TS_Q03 
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TS_Q03 What means of transportation were included in these packages? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 
  
 ____(1 spaces) [Min: 1 Max: *] 
  
 1 Ship 
 2 Plane 
 3 Bus 
 4 Train 
 5 Other 
  DK, RF ........................................................................................... (Go to TS_C07) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and purchased a travel package which included 

transportation. 
 
  
TS_C04 If TS_Q03=1 and an overnight trip, then go to TS_Q04 
 Else go to TS_C05 
 
TS_Q04 Was that for an overnight cruise? 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q05) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and purchased a travel package which included 

ship as transportation. 
 
  
TS_C05 If TS_Q03=2 and main destination is – or spent nights in – United States or other 

country then go to TS_Q05 
 Else if TS_Q03=EMPTY and (TM_Q01=2 or TM_Q04=2) and main destination is 

United States or other country then go to TS_Q05 
 Else go to TS_C06 
 
TS_Q05 Was that with a Canadian airline company? 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and purchased a travel package that included plane 

as transportation. 
 
  
TS_C06 If TS_Q03=4 and main destination is – or spent nights in – United States or other 

country then go to TS_Q06 
 Else if TS_Q03=EMPTY and (TM_Q01=5 or TM_Q04=5) and main destination is 

United States or other country then go to TS_Q06 
 Else go to TS_C07 
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TS_Q06 Was that with a Canadian train company? 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and purchased a travel package that included train 

as transportation. 
 
  
TS_C07 If an overnight trip and (TS_Q02=4) then go to TS_Q07 
 Else go to TS_Q08 
  
TS_Q07 How many nights were included in these packages? 
  
 ____(3 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 365] 
  DK, RF 
 
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and purchased a travel package which included 

accommodation. 
 
 
TS_Q08 What was the total cost of these packages? 
 INTERVIEWER:  Please include the cost of packages that were paid by business 

or government. 
 
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     0 Max: 99995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q09) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and purchased a travel package. 
 
TS_R09 I would now like to ask you about the costs of this trip. 
 
TS_Q09 Were all of the costs associated with this trip paid for by you? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If the response is 'No', please verify whether there were no 

costs or someone else paid for some or all of the trip. 
  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_R11) 
 2 No, someone else paid for some or all of the costs ....................... (Go to TS_Q10) 
 3 No, trip incurred no costs................................................................(Go to TS_STP) 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip. 
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TS_Q10 Who else paid for any of the costs of this trip? Was it...? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 
  
 1 Members of other households who went on the trip 
 2 Members of other households who did not go on the trip 
 3 Private sector business or organization 
 4 Government 
  DK, RF 
   
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and who reported that someone 

else paid for some or all of the costs of the trip. 
 
TS_R11 IF TS_Q09 = 1 or TS_Q10 NE1 then “In the following questions, please 

include all expenditures incurred on the trip. However, exclude the costs of 
travel packages. Please include taxes and tips and provide amounts in 
Canadian dollars”. 

 ELSE IF TS_Q10 = 1 only then “In the following questions, please include 
only the expenditures paid for by you or other members of your household. 
However, exclude the costs of travel packages. Please include taxes and 
tips and provide amounts in Canadian dollars”. 

 ELSE IF TS_Q10 = 1 and TS_Q10 = 2, 3 or 4 then “In the following questions, 
please exclude the expenditures paid for by individuals from outside your 
household who went on the trip with you. However, exclude the costs of 
travel packages. Please include taxes and tips and provide amounts in 
Canadian dollars”. 

 
  
TS_C12 If AC_Q01 or AC_Q01M = 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12 or AC_Q03 = 1 or 3 then go 

to TS_Q12 
 Else go to TS_C14 
 
TS_Q12 Was money spent on accommodation? 
  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q13) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_C14) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and spent any nights in commercial 

accommodations.  These questions are skipped if trip incurred no costs. 
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TS_Q13 How much was spent on accommodation, excluding food and beverages 
and other incidentals that might have been listed on the bill? 

  
 INTERVIEWER: Food and beverage costs should be included if they were 

included in the cost of the accommodation (e.g. Bed and breakfast). 
  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip, spent nights in commercial accommodations and 

reported they spent money on accommodations.  
 
  
TS_C14 If (TM_Q02 = 2 or 3) or (TM_Q05_1 or TM_Q05_3 or TM_Q05_7 or TM_Q05_9 

or TM_Q05_10 or TM_Q05_11 = 2 or 3) then go to TS_Q14 
 Else go to TS_Q16 
 
TS_Q14 Was money spent to rent a vehicle? 
  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q15) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q16) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and rented a vehicle.  These 

questions are skipped if trip incurred no costs.   
 
TS_Q15 Excluding gas and repairs, how much was spent to rent and insure a 

vehicle? 
  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and rented a vehicle and reported 

that they spent money to rent a vehicle.   
 
TS_Q16 Was money spent on gas or repairs to operate a private or rented vehicle 

such as a car, truck, RV, motorcyle, private aircraft, boat, snowmobile, 
etc.? 

  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q17) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q18) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip.  These questions are skipped if 

trip incurred no costs. 
 
TS_Q17 How much? (was spent to operate a private or rented vehicle) 
  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they spent 

money on gas or repairs to operate a private or rented vehicle. 
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TS_Q18 (Was money spent) on local transportation? (such as city buses, subways 
and taxis) 

  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q19) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q21) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip. These questions are skipped if trip 

incurred no costs. 
 
TS_Q19 How much? (was spent on local transportation) 
  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
  
  DK, RF............................................................................................ (Go to TS_Q21) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they spent 

money on local transportation. 
 
  
TS_C20 If TM_Q01 = 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13 or  TM_Q04 = 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13 then go to 

TS_Q20 
 Else go to TS_Q23 
 
TS_Q20 (Was money spent) on commercial airplane, boat, train, ferry or bus fares? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If the respondent explains that the only expense was paid with 

Frequent Flyer points, then select <F4> and record the reason and then select 2 
('No').? 

  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q21) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q23) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip, used commercial transportation 

and reported they paid some or all of the costs of the trip.  These questions are skipped if trip incurred 
no costs. 

 
TS_Q21 How much? (was spent on commercial airplane, boat, train, ferry or bus 

fares?) 
  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
  
  DK, RF............................................................................................ (Go to TS_Q23) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip, used commercial transportation 

and reported that they spent money on commercial transportation. 
 
  
TS_C22 If main destination is – or nights were spent in – United States or other country 

then go to TS_Q22 
 Else go to TS_Q23 
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TS_Q22 How much of that amount was paid to a Canadian Transportation 
company? 

 INTERVIEWER NOTE: If one ticket price was paid in Canada, but this price 
included transportation outside Canada, select Don’t Know. 

  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
 
Coverage: Respondents traveling to a destination outside Canada or spent nights outside Canada, reported that 

they used commercial transportation and who reported spending money on commercial 
transportation. 

 
 
TS_N22 INTERVIEWER: Please select whether the previously report value was a 

dollar amount or a percentage. 
  
 1 Dollars 
 2 Percent 
 
Coverage: Respondents who reported commercial transportation expenditures of which a portion was paid to a 

Canadian transportation company. 
 
 
TS_Q23 (Was money spent) on food and beverages at restaurants, bars, or hotels? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Exclude food and beverage costs if they were included in the 

accommodation cost (e.g. bed and breakfast). 
  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q24) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q25) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they paid for 

some or all of  the cost of the trip.  These questions are skipped if trip incurred no costs. 
 
 
TS_Q24 How much? (was spent on food and beverages at restaurants, bars, or 

hotels) 
  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they spent 

money on food and beverages at restaurants, bars or hotels. 
 
TS_Q25 (Was money spent) on food and beverages at stores during the trip? 
  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q26) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q27) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they paid for 

some or all of  the cost of the trip.  These questions are skipped if trip incurred no costs. 
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TS_Q26 How much? (was spent on food and beverages at stores during the trip) 
  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they spent 

money on food and beverages at stores during the trip. 
 
TS_Q27 (Was money spent) on sports or recreational activities, or equipment 

rentals for these activities? 
  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q28) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q29) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they paid for 

some or all of  the cost of the trip. These questions are skipped if trip incurred no costs. 
 
TS_Q28 How much? (was spent on sports or recreational activities, or equipment 

rentals) 
  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they spent 

money on sports, recreational activities or equipment rentals. 
 
TS_Q29 (Was money spent) on cultural or entertainment activities, or attractions? 
  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q30) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q31) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they paid for 

some or all of  the cost of the trip.  These questions are skipped if trip incurred no costs. 
 
TS_Q30 How much? (was spent on cultural or entertainment activities, or 

attractions) 
  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they spent 

money on cultural or entertainment activities or attractions. 
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TS_Q31 (Was money spent) on clothing, footwear or accessories? 
  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q32) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_Q33) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they paid for 

some or all of  the cost of the trip.  These questions are skipped if trip incurred no costs. 
 
TS_Q32 How much? (was spent on clothing, footwear or accessories) 
  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they spent 

money on clothing, footwear or accessories. 
 
TS_Q33 (Was money spent) on any other purchases or expenses including season 

passes, memberships or subscriptions on this trip? 
  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to TS_Q34) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to TS_C36) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they paid for 

some or all of  the cost of the trip.  These questions are skipped if trip incurred no costs. 
 
TS_Q34 Excluding items bought for commercial purposes and major purchases 

such as real estate and vehicles, how much was spent? (on other 
purchases or expenses) 

  
 ____(5 spaces) [Min:     1 Max: 99995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they spent 

money on other purchases or expenses. 
 
TS_Q35 What were the major items included in this expense? 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that they spent 

money on other purchases or expenses. 
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TS_C36 If any expenditures questions (TS_Q12 to TS_Q34) = DK or RF then go to 
TS_Q36 

 Else go to TS_C37 
 
TS_Q36 Excluding items bought for commercial purposes and major purchases 

such as real estate and vehicles, about how much money was spent in 
total? 

  
 ____(6 spaces) [Min:      1 Max: 999995] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and were unable to provide an  

expenditure amount for one or more of the expenditure items . 
 
  
TS_C37 If TS_Q09=1, RF or TS_Q10=RF or (TS_Q10=1 only) then go to TS_STP 
 Else go to TS_Q37 
 
TS_Q37 Excluding items bought for commercial purposes and major purchases 

such as real estate and vehicles, what percentage of all of the costs that 
you just reported was paid for by (you or other household members)? 

  
 ____(3 spaces) [Min:   0 Max: 100] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that some of the trip 

costs were paid by others. 
 
 
TS_C38 If TS_Q10 = 2, DK then go to TS_Q38 
 Else if TS_Q10 = 3 then go to TS_Q39 
 Else if TS_Q10 = 4 then go to TS_Q40 
 Else go to TS_E40 
 
TS_Q38 What percentage of these costs was paid for by individuals who live in 

other households and who did not go on the trip with you? 
  
 ____(3 spaces) [Min:   0 Max: 100] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that some of the trip 

costs were paid by other households who did not go on trip. 
  
TS_C39 If TS_Q10 = 3, DK then go to TS_Q39 
 Else if TS_Q10 = 4 then go to TS_Q40 
 Else go to TS_E40 
 
TS_Q39 What percentage of these costs was paid for by a private sector business 

or organization? 
  
 ____(3 spaces) [Min:   0 Max: 100] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that some of the trip 

costs were paid by a private sector business or organization. 
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TS_C40 If TS_Q10 = 4, DK then go to TS_Q40 
 Else go to TS_E40 
 
TS_Q40 What percentage of these costs was paid for by a government? 
  
 ____(3 spaces) [Min:   0 Max: 100] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and reported that some of the trip 

costs were paid by a government. 
 
TS_E40 The total percentage of (TS_Q37 + TS_Q38 + TS_Q39 + TS_Q40) that has been 

reported is – less than –  or  – greater than –  100.  Please correct. 
 
TS_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Activities (AT) 
 
AT_STR  START BLOCK 
 
AT_C01   If MR_Q03=8 then go to AT_STP 
  
AT_R01 Now I’m going to ask you about the activities that you personally 

participated in while on this trip. 
 
AT_C02 If ND.varND1 = 1 (overnight trip) and reference month is not October to May 

(reference period is summer) then AT_Q01 
  

Else if ND.varND1 = 1 (overnight trip) and reference month is June to September 
(reference period is fall, winter, spring) then AT_Q02 

 
  If ND.varND1 = 2 (same day) then AT_Q03 
 
AT_Q01  Did you …. 

INTERVIEWER: Read list and mark all that apply. 
 
01 Visit a national, provincial or nature park  
02 Go camping 
03 Go canoeing or kayaking  
04 Go boating 
05 Go to a beach 
06 Go fishing 
07 Go wildlife viewing or bird watching 
08 Go hiking or backpacking 
09 Go cycling 
10 Go golfing 
11 Go hunting 
12 Attend a performance such as a play or concert 
13 Attend an aboriginal event (pow wow, performance, other) 
14 Attend a festival or fair 
15 Visit a historic site 
16 Visit a museum or art gallery 
17 Visit a theme or amusement park 
18 Visit a zoo or aquarium 
19 Go to a casino 
20 Play team sports 
21 Attend a sports event as a spectator 
26 None of the above 
27 Did you do any other activities? (specify) (Go to AT_S01) 

 
   RF, DK 

 
Default            Go to AT_STP 

 
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and reference month is not between October to 

May. 
 

AT_S01 ___________________Go to AT_STP 
 
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip, reference month is not between October to May 

and respondent reported participating in other activites. 
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AT_E01  ‘None of the above’ and another category cannot be selected. Please return 
and correct. 

 
 
AT_Q02 Did you …. 

INTERVIEWER: Read list and mark all that apply. 
 
01 Visit a national, provincial or nature park  
02 Go camping 
03 Go canoeing or kayaking  
04 Go boating 
05 Go to a beach 
06 Go fishing 
07 Go wildlife viewing or bird watching 
08 Go hiking or backpacking 
09 Go cycling 
10 Go golfing 
11 Go hunting 
12 Attend a performance such as a play or concert 
13 Attend an aboriginal event (pow wow, performance, other) 
14 Attend a festival or fair 
15 Visit a historic site 
16 Visit a museum or art gallery 
17 Visit a theme or amusement park 
18 Visit a zoo or aquarium 
19 Go to a casino 
20 Play team sports 
21 Attend a sports event as a spectator 
22 Go snowmobiling  
23 Go cross-country skiing  
24 Go downhill skiing  
25 Go snowboarding  
26 None of the above 
27 Did you do any other activities? (specify) (Go to AT_S02) 
 
  RF 
  DK 

 
Default  Go to AT_STP 

 
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip and reference month is between October to May. 
 
AT_S02 ___________________Go to AT_STP 
 
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip, reference month is between October to May and 

respondent reported participating in other activities. 
 
AT_E02       “None of the above” and another category cannot be selected. Please 

return and correct. 
 
AT_Q03 What was the most important activity that you personally took part in on 

the trip? 
 
INTERVIEWER: Record response. 
 
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one same day  trip. 
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AT_STP  END BLOCK 
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Section:  Similar Trips (ST) 
 
ST_STR START BLOCK 
 
ST_C01 If MR_Q03 = 8 then go to ST_STP 
 Else go to ST_Q01 
 
ST_Q01 Did you take any other trips which were similar to this one and which 

ended in (reference month)? 
  
 1 Yes 
 2 No ...................................................................................................(Go to ST_STP) 
 3 Yes, except for the main destination 
  DK, RF............................................................................................(Go to ST_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip. 
 
ST_Q02 (Overnight trips to same main destination) So you were away for the same 

number of nights, for the same main reason, to the same main destination,  
with the same number of household members, to the same overnight 
locations and with the same mode of transport.  Is that correct?  

 (Same day trips to same main destination) So you were away for the same 
main reason, to the same main destination and with the same mode of 
transport.  Is that correct?  

 (Overnight trips to a different main destination). So you were away for the 
same number of nights, for the same main reason, with the same number 
of household members, to the same overnight locations and with the same 
mode of transport. Is that correct? 

 (Same day trips to a different main destination) So you were away for the 
same main reason and with the same main mode of transport.  Is that 
correct? 

  
 1 Yes 
 2 No ...................................................................................................(Go to ST_STP) 
 3 Yes, except for the main destination 
  DK, RF............................................................................................(Go to ST_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and also took a similar trip. 
  
ST_C03 If ST_Q01=3 or ST_Q02=3 then go to ST_Q03 
 Else go to ST_Q05 
 
ST_Q03 Were there any similar trips to the same main destination as the trip you 

just reported? 
  
 1 Yes.................................................................................................. (Go to ST_Q04) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to ST_Q05) 
 
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and also took a similar trip. 
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ST_Q04 How many similar trips to the same destination as the trip you just reported 
were there? 

  
 ____(2 spaces) [Min:  1 Max: 40] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and also took a similar trip to the 

same main destination. 
 
ST_Q05 How many trips had a different destination to the trip just reported, but 

were similar in every other way?' 
  
 ____(2 spaces) [Min:  1 Max: 40] 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip and also took a similar trip to a 

different main destination. 
  
ST_C06 If (ST_Q01=3 or ST_Q02=3) and ST_Q05 = RESPONSE then go to ST_Q06 
 Else go to ST_C16 
 
ST_Q06 What was the main destination of this other trip?' 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Only enter one destination per question. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
  
ST_Q06A In which province or territory is this destination? 
 
10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
11 Prince Edward Island 
12 Nova Scotia 
13 New Brunswick 
24 Quebec 
35 Ontario 
46 Manitoba 
47 Saskatchewan 
48 Alberta 
59 British Columbia 
60 Yukon 
61 Northwest Territories 
62 Nunavut 
76 U.S.A  (Go to ST_Q06B)    
77     Outside Canada and  U.S.A 
 
 RF,DK 
 
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
 
ST_Q06B In which state is this destination? 
 
  RF,DK 
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Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
  
ST_C07 If ST_Q05>1 then go to ST_Q07 
 Else go to ST_C16 
 
ST_Q07 What were the main destinations of these other trips? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Only enter one destination per question. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
 
ST_Q07A In which province or territory is this destination? 
 
10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
11 Prince Edward Island 
12 Nova Scotia 
13 New Brunswick 
24 Quebec 
35 Ontario 
46 Manitoba 
47 Saskatchewan 
48 Alberta 
59 British Columbia 
60 Yukon 
61 Northwest Territories 
62 Nunavut 
76 U.S.A  (Go to ST_Q07B)    
77    Outside Canada and  U.S.A 
 
 RF,DK 
 
Default:  (Go to ST_C08) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
 
ST_Q07B In which state is this destination? 
 
  RF,DK 
 
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
  
ST_C08 If ST_Q05>2 then go to ST_Q08 
 Else go to ST_C16 
 
ST_Q08 What were the main destinations of these other trips? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Only enter one destination per question. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
 
ST_Q08A In which province or territory is this destination? 
 
10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
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11 Prince Edward Island 
12 Nova Scotia 
13 New Brunswick 
24 Quebec 
35 Ontario 
46 Manitoba 
47 Saskatchewan 
48 Alberta 
59 British Columbia 
60 Yukon 
61 Northwest Territories 
62 Nunavut 
76 U.S.A  (Go to ST_Q08B)    
77     Outside Canada and  U.S.A 
 
 RF,DK 
 
 Default: (Go to ST_C09) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
   
ST_Q08B In which state is this destination? 
 
  RF,DK 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
  
ST_C09 If ST_Q05>3 then go to ST_Q09 
 Else go to ST_C16 
 
ST_Q09 What were the main destinations of these other trips? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Only enter one destination per question. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
 
ST_Q09A In which province or territory is this destination? 
 
10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
11 Prince Edward Island 
12 Nova Scotia 
13 New Brunswick 
24 Quebec 
35 Ontario 
46 Manitoba 
47 Saskatchewan 
48 Alberta 
59 British Columbia 
60 Yukon 
61 Northwest Territories 
62 Nunavut 
76 U.S.A  (Go to ST_Q09B)    
77     Outside Canada and  U.S.A 
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 RF,DK 
 
Default:  (Go to ST_C10) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
   
ST_Q09B In which state is this destination? 
 
  RF,DK 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
  
  
ST_C10 If ST_Q05>4 then go to ST_Q10 
 Else go to ST_C16 
 
ST_Q10 What were the main destinations of these other trips? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Only enter one destination per question. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
 
ST_Q10A In which province or territory is this destination? 
 
10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
11 Prince Edward Island 
12 Nova Scotia 
13 New Brunswick 
24 Quebec 
35 Ontario 
46 Manitoba 
47 Saskatchewan 
48 Alberta 
59 British Columbia 
60 Yukon 
61 Northwest Territories 
62 Nunavut 
76 U.S.A  (Go to ST_Q10B)    
77     Outside Canada and  U.S.A 
 
 RF,DK 
 
Default:  (Go to ST_C11) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
   
ST_Q10B In which state is this destination? 
 
  RF,DK 
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Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
  
  
ST_C11 If ST_Q05>5 then go to ST_Q11 
 Else go to ST_C16 
 
ST_Q11 What were the main destinations of these other trips? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Only enter one destination per question. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
 
ST_Q11A In which province or territory is this destination? 
 
10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
11 Prince Edward Island 
12 Nova Scotia 
13 New Brunswick 
24 Quebec 
35 Ontario 
46 Manitoba 
47 Saskatchewan 
48 Alberta 
59 British Columbia 
60 Yukon 
61 Northwest Territories 
62 Nunavut 
76 U.S.A  (Go to ST_Q11B)    
77     Outside Canada and  U.S.A 
 
 RF,DK 
 
Default:  (Go to ST_C12) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
   
ST_Q11B In which state is this destination? 
 
  RF,DK 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
  
  
ST_C12 If ST_Q05>6 then go to ST_Q12 
 Else go to ST_C16 
 
ST_Q12 What were the main destinations of these other trips? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Only enter one destination per question. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
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ST_Q12A In which province or territory is this destination? 
 
10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
11 Prince Edward Island 
12 Nova Scotia 
13 New Brunswick 
24 Quebec 
35 Ontario 
46 Manitoba 
47 Saskatchewan 
48 Alberta 
59 British Columbia 
60 Yukon 
61 Northwest Territories 
62 Nunavut 
76 U.S.A  (Go to ST_Q12B)    
77     Outside Canada and  U.S.A 
 
 RF,DK 
 
Default:  (Go to ST_C13) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
   
ST_Q12B In which state is this destination? 
 
  RF,DK 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
  
  
ST_C13 If ST_Q05>7 then go to ST_Q13 
 Else go to ST_C16 
 
ST_Q13 What were the main destinations of these other trips? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Only enter one destination per question. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
 
ST_Q13A In which province or territory is this destination? 
 
10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
11 Prince Edward Island 
12 Nova Scotia 
13 New Brunswick 
24 Quebec 
35 Ontario 
46 Manitoba 
47 Saskatchewan 
48 Alberta 
59 British Columbia 
60 Yukon 
61 Northwest Territories 
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62 Nunavut 
76 U.S.A  (Go to ST_Q13B)    
77     Outside Canada and  U.S.A 
 
 RF,DK 
 
Default: (Go to ST_C14) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
   
ST_Q13B In which state is this destination? 
 
  RF,DK 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
  
  
ST_C14 If ST_Q05>8 then go to ST_Q14 
 Else go to ST_C16 
 
ST_Q14 What were the main destinations of these other trips? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Only enter one destination per question. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
 
ST_Q14A In which province or territory is this destination? 
 
10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
11 Prince Edward Island 
12 Nova Scotia 
13 New Brunswick 
24 Quebec 
35 Ontario 
46 Manitoba 
47 Saskatchewan 
48 Alberta 
59 British Columbia 
60 Yukon 
61 Northwest Territories 
62 Nunavut 
76 U.S.A  (Go to ST_Q14B)    
77     Outside Canada and  U.S.A 
 
 RF,DK 
 
Default:  (Go to ST_C15) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
   
ST_Q14B In which state is this destination? 
 
  RF,DK 
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Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
  
  
ST_C15 If ST_Q05>9 then go to ST_Q15 
 Else go to ST_C16 
 
ST_Q15 What were the main destinations of these other trips? 
  
 INTERVIEWER: If there are more destinations, please press F4 and enter these 

destinations in the remark. 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
 
ST_Q15A In which province or territory is this destination? 
 
10 Newfoundland and Labrador 
11 Prince Edward Island 
12 Nova Scotia 
13 New Brunswick 
24 Quebec 
35 Ontario 
46 Manitoba 
47 Saskatchewan 
48 Alberta 
59 British Columbia 
60 Yukon 
61 Northwest Territories 
62 Nunavut 
76 U.S.A  (Go to ST_Q15B)    
77     Outside Canada and  U.S.A 
 
 RF,DK 
 
Default:  (Go to ST_C16) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
   
ST_Q15B In which state is this destination? 
 
  RF,DK 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one similar trip to a different destination. 
  
ST_C16 If an overnight trip and ST_Q04+ST_Q05>5 then go to ST_Q16 
 Else if a same day trip and ST_Q04+ST_Q05>9 then go to ST_Q16 
 Else go to ST_STP 
 
ST_Q16 What was the reason for taking so many similar trips? 
  
 ____(80 spaces) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took more than 5 similar trips to a different destination. 
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ST_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  End of Trip Record (ET) 
 
ET_STR START BLOCK 
 
ET_R01 We don't need any more information on (this trip/these trips). 
 
ET_Q01 Is there another trip that ended in reference month?/Let's talk about your 

next trip that ended in reference month. 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Enter 1 to continue with the next trip. If there isn't another trip, 

enter 2. 
  
 1 Yes................................................................................................. (Go to ND_Q01) 
 2 No 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip. 
  
ET_C02 If OD.TTCount < (OD_Q02 + OD_Q04) then    Go to ET_Q02 
 Else go to ET_STP 
 
ET_Q02 The number of (trips reported is less than the number of) trips that you told 

me about at the start of the interview. Is there another trip that you did not 
report? 

  
 INTERVIEWER: Select option 1 if respondent will report another trip. Otherwise 

select the first option given. Press <F9> to refer to the Trip Summary Screen, if 
necessary. 

  
 1 Yes will report 
 2 Yes refuses to report 
 3 Yes realized it's an invalid trip 
 4 No ................................................................................................... (Go to ET_N02) 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to ET_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who took at least one overnight trip or same day trip. 
 
ET_N02 INTERVIEWER:Please give the reason why the total number of trips does 

not balance. Probe if necessary. 
  
 ____(250 spaces) 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to ET_STP) 
 
ET_R03 Thank you. That is all the information on your trips that I need. 
  
 INTERVIEWER: Press <Enter> to continue. 
 
ET_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  General Travel Behaviour (GB) 
 
GB_STR START BLOCK 
 
GB_Q01 During the eleven month period from January 1 to November 30, (reference 

year), did you take any overnight out of town trips for pleasure, vacation or 
holidays to ...? 

  
 INTERVIEWER: Mark all that apply. 
  
 1 A destination within your province of residence 
 2 Some other province or territory 
 3 The United States 
 4 A foreign country other than the United States 
 5 None of the above 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: All respondents are asked in December reference month only. 
 
GB_STP END BLOCK 
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Section:  Income (IN) 
 
IN_STR START BLOCK 
 
IN_Q01 What is your best estimate of the total income, before taxes and 

deductions, of all household members from all sources in (year preceding 
reference year)? 

  
 ______(7 spaces) [Min:  0 Max: 9999995] (Go to IN_STP) 
 
  DK, RF............................................................................................. (Go to IN_Q02) 
  
Coverage: All respondents. 
 
IN_Q02 Can you estimate in which of the following groups your household income 

falls?  Was the total household income less than $50,000 or $50,000 or 
more? 

  
 1 Less than $50,000 ........................................................................... (Go to IN_Q03) 
 2 $50,000 or more .............................................................................. (Go to IN_Q04) 
  DK, RF.............................................................................................(Go to IN_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who did not respond to IN_Q01. 
 
 
IN_Q03 Was it less than $25,000 or $25,000 or more? (Total household income from 

all sources) 
  
 1 Less than $25,000 
 2 $25,000 or more 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to IN_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who responded “less than $50,000” in IN_Q02. 
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IN_Q04 Was it less than $75,000 or $75,000 or more? (Total household income from 
all sources) 

  
 1 Less than $75,000 
 2 $75,000 or more .............................................................................. (Go to IN_Q05) 
  DK, RF 
  
Default: (Go to IN_STP) 
  
Coverage: Respondents who responded “$50,000 or more” in IN_Q02. 
 
IN_Q05 Was it less than $100,000 or $100,000 or more? (Total household income 

from all sources) 
  
 1 Less than $100,000 
 2 $100,000 or more 
  DK, RF 
  
Coverage: Respondents who responded “$75,000 or more” in IN_Q04. 
 
IN_STP END BLOCK 
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